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Abstract—Vehicle-to-everything (V2X) is considered as one of
the most important applications of future wireless communication
networks. However, the Doppler effect caused by the vehicle mo-
bility may seriously deteriorate the performance of the vehicular
communication links, especially when the channels exhibit a large
number of Doppler frequency offsets (DFOs). Orthogonal time
frequency space (OTFS) is a new waveform designed in the delay-
Doppler domain, and can effectively convert a doubly dispersive
channel into an almost non-fading channel, which makes it very
attractive for V2X communications. In this paper, we design
a novel OTFS based receiver with multi-antennas to deal with
the high-mobility challenges in V2X systems. We show that the
multiple DFOs associated with multipaths can be separated with
the high-spatial resolution provided by multi-antennas, which
leads to an enhanced sparsity of the OTFS channel in the delay-
Doppler domain and bears a potential to reduce the complexity
of the message passing (MP) detection algorithm. Based on
this observation, we further propose a joint MP-maximum
ration combining (MRC) iterative detection for OTFS, where
the integration of MRC significantly improves the convergence
performance of the iteration and gains an excellent system error
performance. Finally, we provide numerical simulation results to
corroborate the superiorities of the proposed scheme.

Index Terms—High-mobility, OTFS, multi-antennas, beam-
forming, message passing.

I. INTRODUCTION

As a key component of future wireless communication

networks, vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communications aim

to satisfy high demands in terms of the number of connected

devices, data rates, latency and reliability [1]. These require-

ments, especially when the high-mobility of vehicles is con-

sidered, make the V2X communications very challenging. Or-

thogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) modulation

is believed to be the most promising communication technol-

ogy for vehicle communications [2]. However, the time-variant

channel caused by the high-mobility in V2X communications

results in significant inter-carrier interference (ICI), which

seriously degrades the performance of OFDM systems [3].

Orthogonal time frequency space (OTFS) modulation, which

was originally proposed in [4], has been demonstrated to

achieve a significant performance improvement over OFDM in

doubly dispersive channels [5]–[8]. A key hallmark of OTFS is

that it can effectively convert a doubly dispersive channel into

an almost non-fading channel in the delay-Doppler domain

[9], and consequently all symbols in a frame experience a

relatively stable channel, which makes it very attractive for

V2X communications with high-mobility.

The equalization scheme is critical to the performance of

practical OTFS systems. Compared with the linear equaliza-

tions [10], [11], non-linear equalizations are more suitable

for OTFS for the reason that they are able to exploit the

full channel diversity over both time and frequency [9], [12].

Message passing (MP) algorithm [13] is the most studied

non-linear equalization scheme, which is suitable for OTFS

systems given the assumption of the channel sparsity. How-

ever, the channel sparsity level may not be well guaranteed

in some V2X scenarios with rich reflectors, such as urban

districts, mountain areas, and tunnels. The multipaths between

the transceivers in such scenarios result in a large number of

Doppler frequency offsets (DFOs), which reduce the channel

sparsity and increase the complexity of the MP algorithm.

Fortunately, considering that DFOs are closely associated with

the angle of arrivals (AoAs) or angle of departures (AoDs) of

multipaths, some pioneer works have attempted to separate

the DFOs from spatial domain by exploiting the large antenna

array [14]–[16], which also bears a potential to enhance

the OTFS channel sparsity in the delay-Doppler domain and

reduce the complexity of the MP algorithm.

Motivated by the above observations, in this paper, we

propose a novel OTFS based receiver scheme with multi-

antennas in high-mobility V2X systems. More specifically,

we consider a high-mobility vehicle to base station (BS)

uplink transmission scenario with rich reflectors, and the BS

is equipped with a uniform linear array (ULA). Thanks to

the high-spatial resolution provided by the ULA, the multiple

DFOs associated with multipaths can be approximately sep-

arated after a beamforming network designed in this paper,

which guarantees the channel sparsity in the delay-Doppler

domain even in the presence of rich reflectors. Then, different

from all precious works based on OFDM [15], [16], we

adopt OTFS based receiver to effectively combat the resid-

ual DFOs after the beamforming network and gain a much

better system error performance. Moreover, empowered by

the channel sparsity after the beamforming network, the MP

algorithm can be conducted at a low complexity. Based on

it, we further propose a joint MP-maximum ration combining

(MRC) iterative detection for OTFS, where the integration of

the MRC significantly improves the convergence performance
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of the iteration and also obtains an excellent multi-antenna

diversity. Numerical simulation results are provided to show

the advantages of the proposed scheme.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section

II, the system model is introduced, including the time-variant

multipath channel model and the signal model of OTFS

system. In Section III, an OTFS based V2X receiver design

with multi-antennas is proposed, including the beamforming

network design and the joint MP-MRC iterative algorithm.

Simulation results are presented in Section IV, while conclu-

sions are drawn in Section V.

Notation: Matrix, vector and scalar are denoted by A,

a and a, respectively. IM , FM and FH
M are the M -point

identity matrix, DFT matrix and IDFT matrix, respectively.

The function vec (A) denotes the columns-wise matrix vec-

torization. The superscripts (·)
∗

and (·)
H

indicate conjugate

and conjugate transpose operations, respectively. Finally, the

operator ⊗ represents Kronecker product operation.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Consider the scenarios of high-mobility uplink vehicle com-

munications, as shown in Fig. 1, where the high-speed mobile

vehicle transmits signal to the BS through multipaths caused

by various reflectors, and the BS is equipped with the ULA. In

this section, we give the corresponding time-variant multipath

channel model in such scenarios and the signal model of OTFS

system in a vectorized form.

A. Time-Variant Multipath Channel Model

Assume that the ULA with Nr antennas is configured at the

BS, then the baseband time-variant multipath channel from the

vehicle to the a-th receive antenna can be modeled as Ntap

taps with different delays

ha

(

n, n
′

)

=

Ntap∑

i=1

ga,i (n) δ
(

n
′

− di

)

, (1)

where di is the relative delay of the i-th tap. ga,i(n) is the

corresponding complex amplitude for the i-th tap at the a-th

antenna. To characterize the scenarios with rich reflectors, as

in [16], each tap is comprised of Nq propagation paths. Then

the equivalent model for ga,i (n) can be expressed as

ga,i(n) =

Nq∑

q=1

αi,qe
j[2πfi,qnTs+φa(θi,q)], (2)

where Ts is the sampling interval. αi,q , fi,q and θi,q denote the

random complex path gain, the DFO and the AoA associated

with the q-th path in the i-th tap, respectively. Further, the

DFO of the q-th path in the i-th tap can be denoted as fi,q =
vfccos(βi,q)/c with v, fc and c being the speed of the vehicle,

the carrier frequency and the speed of light, respectively. And

βi,q is randomly distributed between 0 and π, which is related

to the moving direction of the vehicle and the AoD of the q-th

path in the i-th tap. Besides, φa(θi,q) in (2) denotes the phase

shift at the a-th antenna. Since ULA is adopted in this paper,
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Fig. 1. High-mobility vehicle to base station uplink transmission with rich
reflectors.

the steering vector for the whole antenna array at the AoA θi,q
can be expressed as

a (θi,q)=
[

1, ej(2π/λ)dsin(θi,q), · · ·, ej(Nr−1)(2π/λ)dsin(θi,q)
]T

,

(3)

where λ is the wavelength of the carrier wave, and d is the

distance between antenna elements.

In a high-mobility V2X scenario, ga,i (n) varies with the

time index n due to the DFOs. Besides, when there are rich

reflectors in the communication scenarios, Nq tends to be very

large and thus the channel model in (1) and (2) coincides with

the classical Jakes’ channel model [3].

B. Signal Model of OTFS System

As presented in [4], [7]–[9] and [17], OTFS system can be

implemented as a pre- and post-processing enhanced OFDM

system. Let X ∈ CM×N denotes the two-dimensional OTFS

symbols in the delay-Doppler domain, where M and N are the

numbers of resource units along the delay domain and Doppler

domain. Then the OTFS symbols X can be transformed into

the time domain through the OFDM based OTFS modulation,

s =

Add CP
︷ ︸︸ ︷

(IN ⊗ACP )
(
IN ⊗ FH

M

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

IDFT

Window
︷︸︸︷

WT

(
FH

N ⊗ FM

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

ISFFT

x, (4)

where s ∈ C(M+NCP )N×1 is the time domain symbols with

NCP being the length of cyclic prefix (CP), and x= vec (X) ∈
CMN×1 is the vectorized OTFS symbols in the delay-Doppler

domain. Here, inverse symplectic finite Fourier transform

(ISFFT), together with the transmit windowing matrix, WT ∈
C

MN×MN , forms the OTFS pre-processing block. Moreover,

the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) operation and

CP addition operation constitute OFDM modulation, where

ACP ∈ C(M+NCP )×M is the CP addition matrix.

After passing over the time-variant multipath channel de-

scribed in (1) and (2), the n-th element of the received signal



ra ∈ C(M+NCP )N×1, a = 1, · · · , Nr, at the a-th antenna is

given by

ra (n) =

Ntap∑

i=1

ga,i (n) s (n− di) + za (n) , (5)

where za (n) is the additive noise at the a-th receive antenna.

Next, we can obtain the received signal matrix on the whole

antenna array as R=[r1, r2, · · ·, rNr
], which is then processed

by the OTFS based receiver as detailed in the next section.

III. OTFS BASED RECEIVER SCHEME WITH

MULTI-ANTENNAS

In this section, we design an OTFS based receiver with

multi-antennas. As shown in Fig. 2, the received signals

first pass through a beamforming network, and then produce

P parallel beamforming branches. Next, the time domain

symbols in each beamforming branch go through the OTFS

demodulation to obtain the corresponding symbols in the

delay-Doppler domain. Thanks to the equivalent channel of

each beamforming branch enjoys an enhanced sparsity in the

delay-Doppler domain, the complexity of the MP algorithm

is thus reduced. Based on it, we further propose a joint MP-

MRC iterative algorithm for OTFS, where the integration of

the MRC significantly improves the convergence performance

of the iteration and also obtains an excellent diversity gain.

A. Beamforming Network

As discussed previously, since the multiple DFOs are

closely associated with the multipaths, we can approximately

separate DFOs in spatial domain with the high-spatial reso-

lution provided by the antenna array. To this end, the goal

of the beamforming is to maintain the signal from only

one desired direction while suppressing the signals from the

other directions. Motivated by [16], the matched filter (MF)

beamformer is adopted in this paper. Then, the weight vector

for direction θp, p = 0, · · · , P−1 is determined by the steering

vector in (3), that is

w (θp) = a (θp) /Nr. (6)

Next, the received signal after beamforming network to-

wards the direction θp can be expressed as

r̃ (θp) = R ·w∗ (θp) . (7)

Then, the time domain signal r̃ (θp) on the p-th beam-

forming branch is transformed into the delay-Doppler domain

through OTFS demodulation, which consists of a traditional

OFDM demodulation block and a post-processing block as

mentioned previously, and can be formulated as

y (θp) =

SFFT
︷ ︸︸ ︷
(
FN ⊗ FH

M

)
WR
︸︷︷︸

Window

DFT
︷ ︸︸ ︷

(IN ⊗ FM )(IN ⊗RCP )
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Remove CP

r̃ (θp) ,

(8)

where the CP removal operation and discrete Fourier trans-

form (DFT) operation constitute OFDM demodulation, and

RCP ∈ CM×(M+NCP ) is the CP removal matrix. Besides, the
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Fig. 2. Diagram of the OTFS based receiver scheme with multi-antennas.

receive windowing matrix WR ∈ CMN×MN , together with

symplectic finite Fourier transform (SFFT) operation forms

the OTFS post-processing block.

After channel estimation, the signal y (θp) on each beam-

forming branch is passed through a carefully designed joint

MP-MRC iterative algorithm to eliminate the interferences

and also obtain the multi-antenna diversity with an accelerated

convergence rate as will be detailed later.

Remark 1. Note that due to the limited resolution of the

spatial beam in the realistic communication systems, some

DFOs might not be separated after the beamforming network.

Therefore, the received symbols on each beamforming branch

still suffer from the residual DFOs, which motivates the utiliza-

tion of OTFS system instead of OFDM system to effectively

combat the Doppler effect in this paper.

B. Joint Message Passing-Maximum Ratio Combining Itera-

tive Algorithm

An important attribute of the delay-Doppler channel repre-

sentation is its sparsity [9], especially when there are only

a small number of paths, with varying delay and Doppler

values. Consequently, the MP detection algorithm can be

modeled based on a sparsely-connected factor graph between

the variable nodes and the observation nodes. However, when

there are a large number of paths between the transceivers as

discussed in this paper, the sparsity level of the channel may

not be well guaranteed, which further increases the complexity

of the MP algorithm. Therefore, we propose to separate the

DFOs in the spatial domain with a beamforming network

designed at the receiver, which guarantees the equivalent

channel on each beamforming branch enjoys an enhanced

sparsity as simulated in the next section, and hence reduces the

complexity of the MP algorithm. Based on it, in order to obtain

the best diversity performance and accelerate the convergence

rate of the MP algorithm, we further design a joint MP-MRC

iterative algorithm for OTFS receiver as detailed below.

The received symbols after OTFS demodulation on p-th

beamforming branch in (8) can be formulated in a vectorized

form as [7]

y (θp) = H (θp)x+ z (θp) , (9)

where x,y (θp) , z (θp) ∈ CMN×1 and H (θp) ∈ CMN×MN ,

p = 0, · · · , P − 1 are the transmitted symbols, received sym-

bols, noise term and the equivalent channel matrix represented

in the delay-Doppler domain on the p-th branch, respectively.



Let Φpa and Ψpb denote the sets of non-zero positions in the

a-th row and b-th column of H (θp), respectively. Based on

(9), the MP algorithm can be modeled as a sparsely-connected

factor graph with MN variable nodes corresponding to the

elements in x and MN observation nodes corresponding to

the elements in y (θp). More specifically, each observation

node y (θp)d, d = 0, · · · ,MN − 1 is connected to the set

of variable nodes {xe, e ∈ Φpa} and each variable node xc,

c = 0, · · · ,MN − 1 is connected to the set of observation

nodes
{
y (θp)e , e ∈ Ψpb

}
. Then, the maximum a posteriori

(MAP) detection rule for estimating the transmitted symbols

of (9) can be expressed as [13]

x̂ = arg max
x∈AMN

Pr (x|y (θp) ,H (θp)) , (10)

where A is the modulation constellation, and x̂ is the esti-

mation of the transmitted symbols on the p-th beamforming

branch. Obviously, the complexity of the above equation is

exponential in MN . Therefore, the symbol-by-symbol MAP

detection rule for c = 0, · · · ,MN − 1 is considered [13]

x̂c = arg max
aj∈A

Pr (xc = aj | y (θp) ,H (θp))

= arg max
aj∈A

1

| A |
Pr (y (θp) | xc = aj,H (θp))

≈ arg max
aj∈A

∏

e∈Ψpb

Pr
(
y (θp)e |xc = aj,H (θp)

)
.

(11)

Here, the transmitted symbols are assumed to be equally likely

and the components of y (θp) are approximately independent

for a given xc due to the enhanced sparsity of H (θp).
The approximate symbol-by-symbol MAP detection in (11)

can be solved using the MP algorithm, which is used for

a single-input single-output (SISO) system in [13]. In this

paper, empowered by the enhanced channel sparsity after the

beamforming network, we further propose a joint MP-MRC

iterative algorithm to gain the multi-antenna diversity and also

improve the convergence performance of the MP algorithm.

The essentials of the joint MP-MRC algorithm lie in

three steps in each iteration. First, each observation node

passes the mean and variance of the interference terms to

the connected variable nodes xe, e ∈ Φpa. Second, each

variable node updates the probability mass function (pmf)

pc,e = {pc,e (aj) | aj ∈ A} of the alphabet symbols in A,

and then passes it back to the connected observation nodes

y (θp)e , e ∈ Ψpb. Third, the joint convergence indicator of all

beamforming branches is calculated in the MRC fashion after

each iteration. Finally, when the joint convergence indicator

converges, the soft output is computed for each transmitted

symbol, and then the final decision is made.

The joint MP-MRC iterative algorithm operates as follows:

1) Inputs: y (θp), H (θp), p = 0, · · · , P − 1.

2) Initialization: Iteration index i = 1, pmf p
(0)
ce = 1/|A|

for c ∈ {0, · · · ,MN − 1} and e ∈ Ψpb.

3) Messages from observation nodes to variable nodes:

The interference terms on p-th beamforming branch can

be modeled as a Gaussian random variable ζ
(p)
d,e defined

as

y (θp)d = xeH (θp)d,e +
∑

t∈Φpa,t6=e

xtH (θp)d,t +z (θp)d

︸ ︷︷ ︸

ζ
(p)
d,e

,

(12)

where e ∈ Φpa, and H (θp)d,e represents the element of

matrix H (θp) at d-th row and e-th column. Then, the

mean µ
(p)(i)
d,e and variance

(

σ
(p)(i)
d,e

)2

of the interference

ζ
(p)
d,e can be computed as

µ
(p)(i)
d,e =E

(

ζ
(p)
d,e

)

=
∑

t∈Φpa,t6=e

|A|
∑

j=1

p
(p)(i)
t,d (aj) ajH(θp)d,t ,

(13)

(

σ
(p)(i)
d,e

)2

= Var
(

ζ
(p)
d,e

)

=
∑

t∈Φpa,t6=e





|A|
∑

j=1

p
(p)(i)
t,d (aj) |aj |

2
∣
∣
∣H(θp)d,t

∣
∣
∣

2

−

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

|A|
∑

j=1

p
(p)(i)
t,d (aj) ajH (θp)d,t

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

2



+ σ2.

(14)

4) Messages from variable nodes to observation nodes:

The messages passed from xc to ye, e ∈ Ψpb is the pmf

vector pc,e with elements

p(p)(i)c,e (aj)=∆ · p̃(p)(i)c,e (aj) + (1−∆) · p(p)(i−1)
c,e (aj) ,

(15)

where ∆ ∈ (0, 1] is the damping factor [13] to affect the

performance by controlling the convergence rate, and

p̃(p)(i)c,e (aj) ∝
∏

t∈Ψpb,t6=e

Pr
(
y (θp)t | xc = aj ,H (θp)

)

=
∏

t∈Ψpb,t6=e

ξ(p)(i) (t, c, j)
∑Q

k=1 ξ
(p)(i) (t, c, k)

,

(16)

where

ξ(p)(i) (t, c, k)

= exp






−
∣
∣
∣y (θp)t − µ

(p)(i)
t,c −H (θp)t,c ak

∣
∣
∣

2

(

σ
(p)(i)
t,c

)2




 .

(17)

5) Joint convergence indicator: The joint convergence

indicator Υ(i) in the i-th iteration after the MRC of

all beamforming branches can be computed as

Υ(i) =
1

MN

MN−1∑

c=0

F

(

max
aj∈A

p
(i)
NJP,c (aj) ≥ 1− ε

)

,

(18)

for some small ε > 0 and where the operator F (·) is

an indicator function which gives a value of 1 if the



Table I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Value

Carrier frequency 4.0 GHz

Subcarrier spacing 15 KHz

Number of subcarriers (M ) 32

Number of OTFS symbols (N ) 16

Cyclic prefix duration 5 µs

Modulation type 16-QAM

Number of BS antennas 8, 32

Number of vehicle antennas 1

Channel Parameter
Tap number: 6
Path in each tap: 8
Maximum channel delay: 10

Channel estimation Ideal

expression in the argument is true, and 0 otherwise.

Moreover, p
(i)
NJP,c (aj) is the normalized joint probability

(NJP) after the MRC of all beamforming branches and

is given by

p
(i)
NJP,c (aj) = nmlz




∏

p=0,··· ,P−1

p(p)(i)c (aj)



 , (19)

where nmlz (·) is the normalization operation, and

p(p)(i)c (aj) =
∏

t∈Ψpb

ξ(p)(i) (t, c, j)
∑Q

k=1 ξ
(p)(i) (t, c, k)

. (20)

6) Update decision: If Υ(i) > Υ(i−1), then the decision of

the transmitted symbols is updated,

x̂c = arg max
aj∈A

p
(i)
NJP,c (aj) , (21)

where c = 0, · · · ,MN − 1.

7) Stopping criteria: The joint MP-MRC algorithm stops

when at least one of the following conditions is satisfied.

• Υ(i) = 1.

• Υ(i) < Υ(i∗)−ǫ, where i∗ is the iteration index from

{1, · · · , (i− 1)} for which Υ(i∗) is maximum.

• The maximum number of iterations is reached.

The computational complexity in one iteration of the MP-

MRC algorithm presented here is O (PMNS|A|), where

S = |Φpa| = |Ψpb| represents the sparsity level of the channel

matrix. Obviously, exploiting the sparsity of the channel is a

key factor in reducing the computational complexity of the

algorithm, and the corresponding simulation results are shown

in the next section.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

This section shows the performance of the proposed OTFS

based receiver with multi-antennas in the high-mobility ve-

hicular communications. More specifically, we simulate the

channel sparsity, the system error performance and the conver-

gence performance of the MP-MRC iterative algorithm under

different values of the receive antennas. The error performance

of the OFDM based receiver is also presented as a comparison.

The Jakes’ channel model [3] between the moving vehicle and
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Fig. 3. The number of non-zero elements of the channel matrix under different
values of the receive antennas Nr .

the BS is adopted. The antenna element spacing is d = 0.5λ
and the angle information of the channel is assumed to be

known at the receiver. Besides, in order to test the perfor-

mance of the system under ultra-high mobility, for example,

considering that the reflectors may include vehicles travelling

in opposite directions, the maximum relative speed adopted

here is 240 km/h [16]. The other simulation parameters are

shown in Table I.

Fig. 3 shows the channel sparsity of each beamforming

branch in the delay-Doppler domain under different values

of the receive antennas Nr. It is assumed that the elements

in the channel matrix with modulo values less than 10−5

are zero elements. Consequently, the more zero elements in

the channel matrix means the larger sparsity of the channel.

For the easy of the illustration, we assume N equals to

M in Fig. 3 and the normalized maximum DFO used here

is 0.1. It is observed from Fig. 3 that with the value of

Nr increases, the channel sparsity of each branch in the

delay-Doppler domain also increases for the reason that more

antennas can provide a higher spatial resolution to better

separate the DFOs. Further, considering that the complexity

in one iteration of the MP-MRC algorithm is O (PMNS|A|),
the enhanced channel sparsity after the beamforming network

can considerably reduce the complexity of the algorithm.

In Fig. 4, we compare the bit error rate (BER) performance

between the proposed OTFS based receiver and the conven-

tional OFDM based receiver with different values of Nr. We

choose the damping factor ∆ = 0.5 here and the minimum

mean squared error-MRC (MMSE-MRC) algorithm is adopted

for OFDM system in the case of Nr > 1. From Fig. 4, we

can first observe that thanks to the multi-antenna diversity, the

BER performance of both OTFS and OFDM systems improves

as Nr increases. More importantly, for any configurations of

Nr, OTFS system achieves considerable gain compared to

the OFDM system. For example, we can observe that the

proposed OTFS based receiver outperforms the counterpart by

approximately 4 dB at BER of 10−4 in the case of Nr = 8 and

Nr = 32. The reason is that the ISFFT and SFFT operations of
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Fig. 4. The BER performance comparison between the proposed OTFS based
receiver and OFDM based receiver with different values of Nr .
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Fig. 5. The convergence rate comparison between the proposed MP-MRC
algorithm with multi-antennas and the MP algorithm with single antenna.

OTFS, together with the MP-MRC algorithm make all OTFS

symbols in a frame experience a relatively constant channel

gain, whereas in OFDM system, the overall performance is

limited by the ICI caused by the DFOs.

In Fig. 5, the average number of iterations is simulated to

analyze the convergence performance of the proposed joint

MP-MRC iterative algorithm with multi-antennas and the MP

algorithm with single antenna. From Fig. 5, we can observe

that the convergence performance of our proposed MP-MRC

algorithm is better than that of the MP algorithm for the

reason that more independent channel information is utilized

to improve the convergence performance in our proposed

algorithm.

V. CONCLUSION

To combat the Doppler effect in the high-mobility V2X

scenarios with large number of DFOs, we propose a novel

OTFS based receiver scheme with multi-antennas in this paper.

We show that the multiple DFOs associated with multipaths

can be approximately separated with the high spatial resolution

provided by the multi-antennas, which leads to an enhanced

sparsity of the OTFS channel in the delay-Doppler domain and

further reduces the complexity of the MP algorithm. Based on

it, we propose a joint MP-MRC iterative detection for OTFS,

where the integration of the MRC significantly improves the

convergence performance of the algorithm and also obtains

an excellent diversity gain. The simulation results show that

the BER performance of the proposed OTFS based receiver is

much better than that of the OFDM based receiver in the time-

variant multipath channels, and the convergence performance

of the proposed joint MP-MRC algorithm for OTFS also

outperforms the conventional MP algorithm.
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